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the Cabinet—necessarily a body with a non-military mind,
while technical advice on Imperial strategy is the responsi-
bility of the Kaval, Military and Air advisers, who will always
tend to be in the minority in a committee chiefly made up of
civilian members.
In this particular campaign,, an additional difficulty
was introduced by the fact that at first the policy of the
Cabinet was communicated through the Secretary of State
for India to the Viceroy who, through the Cornmander-in-
Chief in India and the Commander in the field, sought to
give effect to it quite independently of the Chief of the Im-
perial General Staff, The first duty of the Imperial
General Staff is to co-ordinate the action of Imperial
forces in the various theatres of war. It was this lack
of co-ordination of effort at the beginning of the war which
allowed the disproportionate development of "side-shows"
at the expense of the main theatre.
Next, comes the interdependence of strategy, tactics and
administration. This obvious truth has never been better
illustrated than in this campaign. So long as strategy was
commensurate with the ability to maintain the army (i.e.
during the defensive phase) so long was the general situation
reasonably sound, but directly administration failed to keep
pace with the ambitions of strategy disaster followed because
troops could not be concentrated at the right time and place,
mobility and power of surprise were lost and movement could
not be maintained.
An administrative problem requiring constant forethought
was the maintenance of morale. The climate was bad;
discomfort was inevitable; there was no short leave and
very little long leave; at times food was insufficient; medical
arrangements were bad; leave arrangements in India left p
lot to be desired; recreations were few; postal services were
most irregular, and,the unseasoned soldiers of a citizen,army,
or of the Indian village, suffered a great deal from' the feeling
of isolation produced' by the endless emptiness of .the desert.
To combat the demoralising influence of" tne's'e factors, was
one of the most difficult functions of the administrative staff.
These are only a very few of the lessons by which the
campaign in Mesopotamia will repay study. Its operations
and its difficulties were of a type such as might confront us
again at any moment. Unless those difficulties are studied,
unless they are met before and not after they occur; unless
the essentials of the problem are appreciated before the solu-
tion is begun, the mistakes made in 1914-18 will recur.

